
 

With painted faces, artists fight facial
recognition tech

March 8 2020, by Kelvin Chan

  
 

  

In this photo taken on Feb. 17, 2020, artists Georgina Rowlands, left and Anna
Hart pose for a photo with their faces painted. They're two of the four founders
of the Dazzle Club, founded last year to provoke discussion about the growing
using of facial recognition technology. As night falls, the artists apply makeup.
But instead of lipstick and eyeliner, they're covering their faces with seemingly
random geometric shapes. The group holds monthly silent walks through
different parts of London to raise awareness about the technology, which they
say is being used for "rampant surveillance." (AP Photo/Kelvin Chan)
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As night falls in London, Georgina Rowlands and Anna Hart start
applying makeup. Instead of lipstick and eyeliner, they're covering their
faces with geometric shapes.

Rowlands has long narrow blue triangles and thin white rectangles criss-
crossing her face. Hart has a collection of red, orange and white angular
shapes on hers.

They're two of the four founders of the Dazzle Club, a group of artists
set up last year to provoke discussion about the growing using of facial
recognition technology.

The group holds monthly silent walks through different parts of London
to raise awareness about the technology, which they say is being used for
"rampant surveillance." Other concerns include its lack of regulation,
inaccuracy and how it affects public spaces.

Some 19 people attended the most recent event in the East London
neighborhood of Shoreditch, and anyone can take part in the walks, in
which participants have to paint their faces in a style called CV Dazzle.

The technique, developed by artist and researcher Adam Harvey, is
aimed at camouflaging against facial detection systems, which turn
images of faces into mathematical formulas that can be analyzed by
algorithms. CV Dazzle - where CV is short for computer vision - uses
cubist-inspired designs to thwart the computer, said Rowlands.
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Rights campaigner Silkie Carlo, left, demonstrates in front of a mobile police
facial recognition facility outside a shopping centre in London Tuesday Feb. 11,
2020, "We don't accept this. This isn't what you do in a democracy," said Carlo,
director of privacy campaign group Big Brother Watch. London police started
using facial recognition surveillance cameras mounted on a blue police van on
Tuesday to automatically scan for wanted people, as authorities adopt the
controversial technology that has raised concerns about increased surveillance
and erosion of privacy. (AP Photo/Kelvin Chan)

"You're trying to kind of scramble that by applying these kind of random
colors and patterns," she said. "The most important is having light and
dark colors. So we often go for blacks and whites, very contrasting
colors, because you're trying to mess with the shadows and highlights of
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your face."

A similar technique was used extensively in World War I to camouflage
British naval ships and confuse opponents about the actual heading or
location of the ships.

To test that their designs work, they use the simple face detection feature
on their smartphone cameras.

"I can see that I'm hidden, it's not detecting me," Rowlands said,
checking her phone to see her face doesn't have a square around it.

The rise of facial recognition technology is being tested and spreading in
developed democracies after aggressive use in some more authoritarian
countries like China.
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A mobile police facial recognition facility outside a shopping centre in London
Tuesday Feb. 11, 2020, "We don't accept this. This isn't what you do in a
democracy," said Silkie Carlo, director of privacy campaign group Big Brother
Watch, who are demonstrating against the surveillance. London police started
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using facial recognition surveillance cameras mounted on a blue police van on
Tuesday to automatically scan for wanted people, as authorities adopt the
controversial technology that has raised concerns about increased surveillance
and erosion of privacy. (AP Photo/Kelvin Chan)

Britain has long been used to surveillance cameras in public spaces to
counter security threats, and London is ranked as having one of the
world's highest concentrations of closed-circuit television cameras. But
that acceptance is being tested as authorities and corporations
increasingly seek to deploy a new generation of cameras with facial
recognition technology while activists, lawmakers and independent
experts raise concerns about mass surveillance, privacy, and accuracy.

Opposition to algorithmic surveillance is not limited to Britain. Russia
activists were reportedly arrested last month for holding a similar face
paint protest over Moscow's facial recognition cameras. Hong Kong pro-
democracy activists routinely use face masks in street protests to hide
their identities. Rights groups in Serbia and Uganda have opposed
government projects to install Chinese-supplied cameras.

Other designers have come up with countermeasures like sunglasses that
reflect infrared light to blind cameras.

"There is a movement of resistance against facial recognition that we are
actively participating in and we want to kind of further initiate," said
Rowlands.
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A mobile police facial recognition facility outside a shopping centre in London
Tuesday Feb. 11, 2020, "We don't accept this. This isn't what you do in a
democracy," said Silkie Carlo, director of privacy campaign group Big Brother
Watch, who are demonstrating against the surveillance. London police started
using facial recognition surveillance cameras mounted on a blue police van on
Tuesday to automatically scan for wanted people, as authorities adopt the
controversial technology that has raised concerns about increased surveillance
and erosion of privacy. (AP Photo/Kelvin Chan)
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In this Jan. 8, 2020, file photo, people look at a display at the CES tech show in
Las Vegas. U.S. senators are scrutinizing a facial recognition software company
over privacy concerns and the possible sale of its services to authoritarian
regimes. New York-based startup Clearview AI has drawn attention following
investigative reports about its practice of harvesting billions of photos from
social media and other services to identify people. Sen. Ed Markey, a
Massachusetts Democrat, sent a letter to the company Tuesday, March 3, 2020.
(AP Photo/John Locher, File)
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Rights campaigner Silkie Carlo demonstrates in front of a mobile police facial
recognition facility outside a shopping centre in London Tuesday Feb. 11, 2020,
"We don't accept this. This isn't what you do in a democracy," said Carlo,
director of privacy campaign group Big Brother Watch. London police started
using facial recognition surveillance cameras mounted on a blue police van on
Tuesday to automatically scan for wanted people, as authorities adopt the
controversial technology that has raised concerns about increased surveillance
and erosion of privacy. (AP Photo/Kelvin Chan)

Rowlands, Hart and two other artists founded the Dazzle Club in August,
following news that London's King's Cross district—a busy transport hub
where many big offices are being built rapidly—had quietly
experimented with live facial recognition cameras without public
knowledge or consent, sparking a backlash.
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London police recently started using live facial recognition cameras on
operational deployments. Last week officers arrested a woman wanted
for assault after the cameras picked her out of a street crowd on a busy
shopping street. Police say new technology is needed to keep the public
safe and images of innocent people are deleted immediately.

Public attitudes to facial recognition technology in Britain appear to be
mixed, according to one survey last year, which found most people said
they don't know enough about it but nearly half said they should be able
to opt out.

The Dazzle Club's founders say they're worried about the effect that the
technology has on people in public if cameras are collecting their
biometric data—facial images—without clearly explaining what's being
done with it.

"We're having to adjust our behavior in public space in a way that I think
is problematic," said Hart.

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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